Draft Agenda
for the 64th Meeting of the Physics Research Committee
Thursday and Friday, November 8/9, 2007

October 30, 2007

Thursday, November 8th

Open session: Main Auditorium (Broadcast to DESY, Zeuthen, VC-2L46-ZN)

9:00  HERA Resume                    Michael Bieler      20’+5’
9:25  H1                           Dmitri Ozerov       20’+5’
9:50  ZEUS                         Claudia Glasman     20’+5’
10:15 HERMES                       Edward Kinney       20’+5’

10:40 Coffee Break

11:00 ALPS                         Niels Meyer        15’+5’
11:20 LHC Experiments             Michael Medinnis   45’+5’
                   ATLAS
                   CMS
                  DESY’s contribution to the LHC Computing
                  Discussion
                   Volker Gülzow     15’
                           5’

12:10 Lunch

13:00 IceCube                     Elisa Bernardini    30’+5’
13:35 R&D for the ILC
                   FCAL
                   CALICE
                   Marek Idzik       25’+5’
                   Jean-Claude Brient 25’+5’
14:35 End of the open session

Closed Session: Seminar Room 4a/b

15:00 Approval of minutes and matters arising since last meeting
       News from the Lab
15:30 Review of IceCube
16:00 Review of H1
       Review of ZEUS
       Review of Pol2000

19:30 Dinner (Bistro)
**Friday, November 9th**

**Closed session: Seminar Room 4a/b**

- **9:00**  Review of HERMES
- **9:30**  Review ILC R&D
  - Review of CALICE
  - Review of FCAL
- **10:50** Review LHC
  - Review of ATLAS
  - Review of CMS
- **11:50** Review of ALPS

- **12:20** Lunch

- **12:40** AOB
- **13:30** End of the PRC Meeting

- **14:00** ARGUS Symposium

**Referees:**

- P. Buchholz, T. Lohse  H1
- R. Milner, N. Saito  HERMES
- Y.-K. Kim, G. Quast  ZEUS
- G. Anton  IceCube
- P. Buchholz, R. Milner  POL2000
- W. Hollik, J. Kühn  Theory
- J. Brau, J. Timmermans  LHC
- J. Kühn, G. Quast  ALPS
- J. Brau, D. Pitzl  CALICE
- J. Brau, J. Gayler  FCAL